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SDK
The Card App Software Development 
Kit (SDK) enables easy integration of 
Card App functionality into a financial 
institution’s existing mobile banking app. 

Challenge

Card App features need to be integrated into 
financial institution's existing mobile banking 
app.

Solution

Software Development Kit (SDK) provides card 
managemenet features that customers desire 
from your mobile banking app.

Ondot Card App is a card modernization platform that 
allows consumers to track, manage and control payment 
cards in real time from their smartphone. From account 
opening, digital issuance and wallet provisioning 
to controls, alerts and real-time engagement – Card 
App gives cardholders granular, day-to-day control 
over usage and spend. With the Card App SDK, these 
features can be integrated into and accessed through 
an institution’s existing mobile banking app, delivering 
one unified place for all things banking and payments.

DELIVERY AND INTEGRATION METHODS
While the separate-but-linked app approach is ideal 
to deliver digital card management experiences, those 
who fit certain criteria may also deliver Card App via an 
SDK for an integrated experience through the institution’s 
mobile banking app. Operationally, FI’s can easily 
coordinate and manage SDK updates for maintenance, 
functional enhancements, and OS mandates.

The Card App SDK:

• expands and enhances product capabilities

• offers flexibility to enable or disable features

• allows faster time to market for features

• drives deeper digital engagement 

INTUITIVE EXPERIENCE FOR CARDHOLDERS
The Card App SDK provides full card management 
features that customers desire, conveniently accessible 
from the mobile banking app. From an icon on the 
home page, customers can easily and conveniently 
navigate between the functions of both for a perfectly 
seamless experience.  
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CONFIGURABLE STYLE AND BRANDING 
FOR CONTINUITY
When embedding new functionality into an existing 
app, it’s important that the styling of the new features 
match or complement the existing design. The Card 
App SDK maximizes the use of native elements and 
design patterns for both iOS and Android platforms, 
and is configurable to meet the brand standards for an 
organization. 

• Customizable color and brand elements

• Consistent and predictable look for updates and 
new features

• Uses a hybrid approach of native and responsive 
design to deliver a best-in-class user experience 

HIGH-LEVEL ARCHITECTURE
Card App SDK relies on the mobile banking app and 
mobile banking server to authenticate and register users 
with Ondot’s Card App Server (CAS). The Card App SDK 
communicates with the CAS to provide all the Card App 
SDK functionality. The CAS communicates with Ondot’s 
Mobile Card Services (MCS) solution at Processor site to 
get cards and transaction information. Emails and push 
notifications are then delivered by the CAS to the user’s 
mobile device.


